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To all typhu??, it may concer?, :
Beit known that I, PAUL K. DEALY, of Chi
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi
nois, have invented certain new and useful
Improvementsin Game-Cards, of which the fol.
lowing, in connection with the accompanying
drawings, is a specification.
In the drawings I have shown face views of
a
sufficient
number of cards illustrative of my
O invention to indicate the nature thereof, and
I will hereinafter refer to the said views with
particularity, in order that the following de
Scription of my invention may be clearly un
derstood.
15 My purpose is to make a pack of playing
cards or game-cards whereby a new game,
original with me, as I believe, may be played.
To suggest the nature of the game, I have
named it “The Game of U. S. Politics; but
it may bear any other suitable name.
A full pack, in the example which I shall
hereinafter describe, consists of fifty-six cards;
but the number may be varied as circum

stances may require, or as may be desired.
This pack I divide into four equal parts or
Suits, representing, respectively, (as an illus
tration of a prominent feature of the game,)
the leading four political parties contending in
the Presidential election of 1884. It is op
30 tional, however, what party each suit shall
represent, and I have not, therefore, employed
any special character for the purpose of uni
formly representing a particular party. On
all of the cards in one suit I make the repre
35 sentation of one or more stars, which may be
termed “spots,' and this character not only
designates a suit, but may also represent, for
example, the Republican party. On one of
25

the
cards of this suit Imake only one star, and
that card corresponds to the ace found in the

commonpacks of game-cards, sometimes known
suit bears the representation of a man’s head
or bust, and is marked “President.’ This
45 card corresponds to the king in the common
pack. The next card in this suit has on it a
similar representation, but is marked “Vice
or “Vice President,’ and corresponds to the
queen in the common pack. The next card
ŠO in this suit has on it the representation of an
Indian, and corresponds to the jack or knave
in the ordinary pack. The next card bears
as 'standard’ cards. The next card in this

ten stars, the next nine, the next eight, and so
on through the suit. Each of the spot-cards
in this suit also bears the name either of a 55
State or of a Territory, and has numerals
printed thereon. The number of spots on each
card represent its value in that suit, and its
numerals mark its value in “points’ in the
game, as will hereinafter be more fully ex
plained. I also make on each card having on
it the name of a State or of a Territory the
coat of arms of that State or Territory, and I
print on each card some useful information,
such, for example, as statistics relating to the
population of that State, its representatives
in Congress, the number of votes polled therein,
&c.; also, on each of the State and Territory
cards I designate the rank of the State or Ter
ritory named thereon, measured by popula
tion. I make the spots in this suit all of one
color-for example, red-or the prevailing or
dominant color on the cards therein is red.
Thus far I have described only thirteen
cards in the “star’ suit. It may be herestated 75
that these are all the cards which properly or .
necessarily belong to the Suit, the other or
fourteenth card being more a pack-card than
a suit-card, as will be hereinafter more fully
explained. Attention is called to the fact that
the 'ace' of this suit is a “State card, as
will be perceived on reference to Fig. 1.
It will be perceived that, considering only
the face or picture cards now described, and
considering only the number of spots on the
spot-cards, the suit corresponds to a suit in the
ordinary pack of game-cards.
I make all of the suits substantially in the
manner now described, excepting that I em
ploy a different emblem to represent each,
and do not repeat the name of a State or Ter
ritory. One of the other suits is represented,
for example, by the emblem of the eagle, an
other by the emblem of the cap of liberty,
and the other by the emblem of the stripes, 95
all national emblems, as will be perceived, and
each emblem may represent a political party.
In making up the suits I distribute the States
and Territories among them equally as to num
ber in each suit, and as equally or evenly as IOO
possible on the basis of population. I also
aim to have the number counted as “game’
correspond as nearly as may be to the popu
lation of the State or Territory designated om
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the card therewith. Such a distribution will does not have suit, it is optional with hinl
leave two extra State cards and one extra Ter what he plays; but when possible it is desir

ritory card. To balance the pack, Imake what
card. The extra,
5 Territory card (District of Columbia) I mark
“Capital.’ These two extra State cards I use
as bowers, and, as the bowers are usually high
cards, I have selected two high State cards to
represent them—viz., New York and Pennsyl
O vania. These I print in different colors-for
example, one in red and one in black. The
Capital card bears the same relation among the
Territory cards that the bowers do to the other
cards, and the White-House card corresponds
to the 'joker'-that is, it is the best card in
the pack, or will take any other card therein.
On each of these extra or pack cards I print
all the four “emblems' already referred to
and such other emblems and matter as I may
desire to have thereon. When the “trump
is in red, the red bower is the “right' bower
and tilne other bowyer is the ““ e?t ?? bower.
When the trump is in black, the black bower
is the right bower and the red bower the left
25 bower.
The game is played in the following man
ner: After the sides have been chosen, two of
the opposing players “cut” for choice of po
litical party, the one cutting the highest card
having first choice and also the first deal.
After the dealer shuffles the cards his adver
sary next to his right cuts them, and the cut
is to be placed underneath the other part of
the pack. The dealer then deals the cards out
one at a time, commencing with the player
at his left, and continues to deal out the cards
I call the “White-House

in that order until all are dealt out. The

last or bottom card of the pack is the trump.
If stars are trumps the cards in order of
value will be as follows: first best, the White

House; next best, President, (in stars:) next
best, Vice-President, (instars:) next best, right
bower, (bower in red;) next best, left bower,
(bower in black;) next best, the one spot of
45 stars; next best, the two spot of stars, and so
on up to and including the nine spot of stars,
that being the last card in States in that
suit. The same rule applies to all suits. The
cards following the nine spot in each suit is a
So Territory card; but the Territory cards are
not always trumps in the trump suit-that is
to say, they will never take a State card-and
singly count nothing in the popular vote.
Among the Territory cards each of the latter
55 has the same relative value or rank as the State
cards have to each other. For example, if
stars are trumps, the Territory cards in that
suit would be the best among the Territory
cards, excepting the Territory card marked
?? “Capital, which is always the best Territory
card. The side winning the majority of the
Territory cards-that is to say, five or more
would count fifteen points for game in the
popular vote, the combined value of the Ter
65 ritory cards being fifteen votes.
Suit must always be followed. If the player

able to save trumps, with which to capture
the picture and high - number cards. Cards
marked, respectively, 5, 10, 15, &c., each
count as much in the popular vote for game
as the number thereon indicates.
A majority of the picture-cards decides the
'electoral vote.’’
To win the game, it is necessary to have
either the required number of points (455)
and the majority of picture-cards, or else the
greatest number of tricks, together with the
required number of points; but if the side
having the smaller count of points should cap
ture the majority of tricks and picture-cards,
the game would be a draw, neither side win
ning. A draw, however, will not often occur.
With these explanations, any one familiar
with the general rules governing the games
played with the ordinary standard cards will
be able to play my game.
I may also state that the rules governing
my game are not always inflexible; but those
which I have given I deem to be the best in
order to render the game interesting.
By omitting the White-House card, the
bower cards, and the Capital card, any game
may be played with the remaining cards which
may be played with the common standard
cards, and in accordance with the rules which
govern games played with the latter cards, it
being understood that two suits in my pack
IOO
are in red and two in black, as usual.
Figure 1 represents the ace of stars; Fig. 2,
the first highest picture or face card in stars;
Fig. 3, the second or next highest picture or
face card in stars; Fig. 4, the third or next
highest picture or face card in stars; Fig. 5,
the joker, or highest card in the pack; Fig.
6, one of the bower cards; Fig. 7, the Capital,
or highest Territory card, and Fig. S the high
est spot-card in the suit of stars.
Having thus described my invention, what I IO
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
IPatent, is—
1. A pack of game-cards inade up in Suits
distinguishable from each other by means of
different emblems made upon the cards con- II I 5
stituting each suit, respectively, and in which
the suits are made up in part of spot - cards
having tilhereon printed subject-matter indi
cating the different States and Territories of
the United States of America, and also figures I 20
or printed matter indicating the relative im
portance of the different States and Territories
in Presidential elections, and also in part of
face or picture cards, substantially as and for
the purposes Specified.
I 25
2. A pack of game-cards made up in suits
distinguishable from each other by means of
different emblems made upon the cards con
stituting each suit, respectively, and in which
the Suits are made up in part of spot-cards
having thereon printed subject-matter indi
cating the different States and Territories of
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the United States of America, and also the
coat of arms of the different States and Territories, and also figures or printed matter indicating the relative importance of the differ5 ent States and Territories in Presidential elections, and also in part of face or picture cards,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.
3. A pack of game-cards made up in suits,
each consisting in part of cards representing

3

each consisting in part of cards representing
the States and Territories of the United States
of America, and of face or picture cards, one
of which is designated as “White-House,'
another “President,’ another “Vice' or 20
“Vice President,’ another “Capital,' and two
as bowers.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my own. I hereunto affix my signature in pres

Io the States and Territories of the United States ence of two Witnesses.

of America, and of face or picture cards, one
of which is designated as “White-House,’ an
other “President, another “Vice' or “Vice
President,’ and another “Capital.’

15 4. A pack of game-cards made up in suits,

PAUL K. IDEALY.

Witnesses:
F. F. WARNER,

HENRY FRANKFURTER.

